Your Health and Safety

Occupational Health is OHSU’s centralized resource for ensuring that you are able to perform your job duties safely in the workplace. We use a variety of Health Assessment Surveys to identify potential risks and the appropriate tests, immunizations and other procedures to keep you safe. Please follow the instructions below to complete the Health Assessment Surveys appropriate to your role. In order to answer the survey questions, it will be helpful for you to obtain a copy of your immunization records from your health care provider or previous employer.

1. To access your secure and private My Health webpage:
   Go to the O2 home page: o2.ohsu.edu. In the “Search the Intranet” box, type in ReadySet. Below the search box, a small ReadySet link will appear in yellow - select this to access ReadySet instantly:
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   Enter your OHSU Username and Password (if you do not have an OHSU username and password, you must complete this once these are obtained). Click “Login.”

2. Select your Program Type.
   o Select the Program (from the drop down menu) that best describes what you will do in your role:
     - **New Employee – Direct Patient Contact** (works face to face with patients or human research subjects)
     - **New Employee – Indirect Patient Contact** (does not work with patients, but works in a patient care area)
     - **New Employee – No Patient Contact** (does not work with patients; does not work in nor pass through a patient care area)
     - **New Employee/Volunteer/Contractor – Animal Handler** (works with small animals, their tissue or body fluids in a lab or may enter the animal housing area)
     - **New Employee/Volunteer/Contractor – Primate Handler** (works with non-human primates or non-human primate tissue, or body fluids, or may enter animal housing area)

3. Complete the Health Assessment Surveys.
   All surveys will have a green checkmark under Status when you are finished.

4. When all surveys are complete.
   Contact Occupational Health at 503 494-5271 to schedule your Health Assessment with one of our staff. Please note that you must complete all surveys prior to scheduling your appointment.